Protein-protein interaction inhibitors: advances in anticancer drug design.
Pocket-based drug design has contributed to major scientific breakthroughs in pharmaceutical research and development (R&D). The integrated use of experimental and computational methods, primarily during the early phases of drug discovery, has enabled the development of highly potent and selective small-molecule ligands. In this scenario, the targeting of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) has emerged as an attractive strategy for designing innovative drugs for highly complex diseases, such as cancer. This article focuses on the use of experimental and computational approaches with a diversity of PPI classes and discusses the relevant advances in the field, primarily for oncological applications. Analyses of the target binding pockets and medicinal chemistry approaches used to develop promising PPI inhibitors are provided, with an emphasis on data reported over the past 2 years. PPI drug discovery is a challenging field that depends completely on accurate structural data. The integration of molecular docking, nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray crystallography is a cornerstone for the current development of effective PPI inhibitors. Although this field has not reached its peak, several compounds have entered clinical trials over the past few years, providing promising perspectives for novel therapies for highly prevalent and life-threatening conditions.